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Fig. 2-9 Pressure, velocity and temperature variations without friction or heat loss in shock tube?
(b) Without heat loss?
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Fig. 2-14 Validation for calculation scheme with theoretical values?
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Fig. 2-17 Schematic of crank structure
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(a) Heat release pattern (b) Combustion efficiency 
Mass combustion rate
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Fig.2-27 GUI of engine performance simulator?






(B) Input data composer
Cylinder pressure
Surge tank
(C) Graphic display of calculation results  
 (A) Operation panel  
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Fig.3-2 Adiabatic flame temperature, pressure 
and mole fraction at constant volume




















(1) Equivalence ratio:?=0.8 (2) ?=1.0 (3)?=1.2 
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Fig.3-3 Combustion sub-model code and engine performance simulator link system 








TDC 90 180 360-180 -270-360 
Volume (L) 
(IC) (EO) P-V diagram
T-V diagram




















IC: Intake valve close
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Fig. 3-5 Example of temperature and chemical species 
characteristics in unburned zone calculated with LTO 
(1500rpmWOT) 
Fig. 3-4 Example of improved in-cylinder 
pressure prediction calculated with LTO 
(1500rpmWOT)  
Crank angle (deg.ATDC) Crank angle (deg.ATDC) Crank angle (deg.ATDC)
Cal. without 


















Cal. without LTO 
Cal. with LTO
















































































Fig. 3-6 Top ten high speed combustion among 80 samples 
 (1500rpm WOT)?
Fig.3-7 Heat release pattern used in 
this work?
Sample-1 
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Fig. 3-8 Comparison of several knocking estimation methods (1500rpmWOT,?=13,?=1.176)
(c) Livengood-Wu integral 
   without LTO 
LTO WithoutLTO
(d) Livengood-Wu integral










































































































































































































































































































































































Crank angle (deg.ATDC)Crank angle (deg.ATDC) Crank angle (deg.ATDC) Crank angle (deg.ATDC) 
Fig.3-11 Revised elementary reaction verification with different heat release, engine speed 
 and compression ratio 
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Table 5-1 Engine specification 
?
?
Table 5-2 Engine drive condition 
 Case1 Case2 Case3 
Engine speed  rpm 3800 2000 2000 
Brake torque  Nm 311 355 179 
Swirl ratio 1.96 1.96 2.24 
Injection pressure  MPa 175 100 93 
Number of injection 1 2 2 
Total injection quantity*1 mg/st 71.0 63.2 35.9 
Excess air ratio 1.29 1.45 1.50 
EGR ratio %   0.0 0.0 15.9 
*1: Adjusted to surrogate fuel(C14H28) 
 
? ??? ? ??????? ?????????? ???? ??????????????????????? ???
??? ?? ????????????? ????????????????????????????????
???????? ???? ????? ???? ???? ???????????????????????????
???? ???? ???????? ????? ???????? ??????? ??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ?? ? ???? ??????????????????????
? ??? ? ????????????? ????????????????? ?? ??????????????? ?? ???
????????????????? ??? ???? ????????????????????????????
Bore × Stroke  mm 98.5×105.0 
Connecting rod length  mm 159.5 
Number of cylinder 4 
Compression ratio 17.0 
Number of nozzle holes 6 
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Fig.5-5 Temperature, equivalence ratio, NO and soot distributions (Case 1)?
Temperature?
     (2000K<)?
NO Concentration?
       (2000ppm<)?
Soot Concentration
   (10000ppm<)
Equivalence Ratio?
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Fig. 5-20 Results of chemical kinetics calculation with elementary chemical reaction model (Table 5-5)  



































Fig. 5-21 Comparison between this chemical model and original TURUSHIMA model (without R26-R32) 
Time (ms)?
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Fig. 5-22 Results of chemical and simplified calculations (3.2L, 4cylinder, 3800rpm, EGR0%)?




















(a) Chemical calculation ignition point (Point A in Fig.5-24) ?












































Fig. 5-25 Temperature and mole fraction at ignition points?both chemical and simplified 
calculations?of chemical and simplified calculations?
(b) Simplified calculation ignition point (Point B in Fig.5-24) ?

























Fig. 5-23 Ignition delay comparison between ?
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Fig. 5-26 Ignition delay comparison between chemical calculation and Livengood-Wu integral at 8MPa
(1) Add fuel (+nC7H16)?

















































































































































































Pilot is not heating
Fig.5-28 Results of chemical and simplified calculations (2.2L 4cylinder, 1500rpm, EGR23%) 
Pre-injection timing Pre-injection timing?


































































































































Fig.5-30 Differences of combustion characteristics after pre injection between chemical  
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Fig. 5-31 Confirmation of low temperature oxidation reaction after pilot injection 
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Fig. 5-36 Comparison of proportional pitch














































Fig. 5-34 Temperature and mole fraction before and after self-ignition at constant pressure 
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Fig. 5-38 Results of chemical reaction and chemical equilibrium calculations 
























Pilot is not heating












































Crank angle (degATDC)?Crank angle (degATDC)
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(12 ? 28 species) 











Fig. 5-40 Results of chemical reaction and equilibrium hybrid calculation 
 (2.2L 4cylinder, 1500rpm, EGR23%) 
(6)T2=2200K,T1=1100K
































































































Fig. 5-41 Calculation time advantage of chemical reaction 













Fig. 5-42 Portions of chemical reaction and chemical 
equilibrium calculations ?
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Table 5-8 Constants of Hiroyasu-NSC model 
Symbol Contents (unit) Value
Asf Constant of Hiroyasu model 350
Aso Constant of NSC model 2.5
Ds Soot diameter (cm) 2.5 x 10-6
?s Soot density (g/cm3) 2.0
Wc Molecular weight (g/mol) 12.0
R Universal gas constant (cal/mol K) 1.987
?
?????? ?????????
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Fig.5-44 Calculation results before improving NO and soot calculation measures  
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(1) Conventional mesh (after interpolation)
(2) Orthogonal mesh  








(3) Finer mesh along boundary 
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Equivalence ratio? Soot concentration
Fig.5-46 Effect of calculation mesh quality on equivalence ratio and soot concentration in piston cavity
85 
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Fig.5-51 Calculation results after improving NO and soot calculation measures 



































































Fig.5-52 NO-Soot tradeoff curve by prompt NO model and Hiroyasu-NSC soot estimation  
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Table 6-1 Engine specification 
Bore mm 86 
Stroke mm 97 
Number of cylinder 4 
Displacement L 2.254 
Compression ratio 14.9 
Number of nozzle holes 10 
?
Table 6-2 Engine drive condition 
Engine speed min-1 2000 
Swirl ratio 2.8 
Injection pressure MPa 87 
Number of injection 2 
Total injection quantity*1    mg/st 22         
Excess air ratio 1.30 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































? 21.00 2.0 3.5 0.440 288 60.3 
? 21.16 3.0 4.0 0.440 266 51.5 
? 21.19 2.5 4.0 0.440 268 55.7 
? 21.24 2.0 4.0 0.433 265 57.7 
? ?
????????????????????




































































































































Fig.7-1 Sample of direct acting valve train model
Fig.7-2 Non-linier characteristics 
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Fig.7-4 Multi mass calculation model for valve spring?
m1? m2 m3




































)? Cam load (k9)?
Spring load(k1)? Spring static load 
Spring load(k7)













































Fig.7-5 Example of direct acting valve-train calculation (7500rpm)?
Collision between?



























































cam lift and valve lift















































































































































Crank angle (deg) 
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c7Closer pitch coil 
































Fig.7-10 GUI for valve-train simulator?
(A) Operation panel  (B) Input data composer
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Fig.E-1 Gibbs free energy minimization method.
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Pc  ? Tc Pt  Tt
Gc Gt
Po, To 
Fig.F-1? Schematic of turbine and compressor.
Fig.F-2? Turbine flow characteristic 























Rvt=( Turbine peripheral velocity)












Maximum point (Rvmax) 
Fig.F-3 Turbine efficiency curve?
Minimum Efficiency (?tmin)
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Time (ms) Time (ms)
RefinedOriginal
( Reaction)? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?       ? (A)? ? ? ? (?)? ? (E) 
? ? O2 + H         =  OH + O                        9.756E+13    0.000  14844.6 
? ? H2 + O         =  OH + H                        5.120E+04    2.670   6278.7 
? ? OH + OH       =  O + H2O                       1.510E+09    1.140    100.4 
? ? OH + HO2      =  H2O + O2                      2.890E+13    0.000   -497.1 










































Fig. H-2? Ignition delay of RON 0,80,100 fuel (n-Heptane,?=1.0,Constant pressure 4MPa)?
Calculation results of original Tsurushima 
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Cam angle (deg) Cam angle (deg) 
Polynomial cam Functional cam
Discontinuity
Fig.J-5? Comparison of valve lift, velocity and acceleration between polynomial cam and functional cam.
Fig.J-6? Comparison of cam jerk between polynomial cam and functional cam.?
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